Wrangler news

Just hearing the name Jeep conjures images of off-road adventure, and the Wrangler is likely
the vehicle most people think of in that scenario. Its retro design harkens back to the World War
II-era military vehicle, but the modern-day Wrangler offers an array of creature comforts and a
range of sophisticated powertrains that the American GI's of WWII would have considered
science fiction. Not only does today's Wrangler have niceties such as air conditioning and
power-operated windows, it can be luxed up with leather upholstery, touchscreen infotainment
with in-dash navigation, a Wi-Fi hot spot, and a power soft top. If the standard model's two-door
body style doesn't provide enough room for you and your adventure-seeking pals, the Unlimited
four-door models should solve that problem. Wranglers are the only vehicles with removable
roofs and doorsâ€”a feature that will no longer be unique once until the Ford Bronco hits the
market. The big news for the Wrangler is the introduction of two new powertrains: The plug-in
hybrid 4xe and the fire-breathing, hp V-8 in the new Rubicon The electrified setup pairs a
turbocharged four-cylinder with an electric motor for a stout hp combined output. In addition to
the extra electric power, the 4xe powertrain is also set to deliver up to 25 miles of electric-only
driving and a claimed zero-tomph time of 6. The 4xe system will be available only on four-door
Unlimited models , and the battery pack's positioning under the rear seat allows the plug-in
Wrangler to retain the same ground clearance and capability as nonhybrid models. The Rubicon
is the ultimate Wrangler and rides on inch tires and comes with all of the Wrangler's best
off-road gear; Jeep says it's capable of hitting 60 mph in 4. Elsewhere, an 80th Anniversary
Edition joins the lineup as does a cheeky Islander model which comes with a beach-themed
exterior appearance package and "Jeep Tiki" hood decal. The base Sport model can be had with
a two-speed transfer case, the Rubicon trim receives an optional Rock-Track four-wheel drive
system, and a TrailCam exterior camera system is now available on models equipped with the
larger 8. The four-cylinder also comes standard with an eight-speed automatic, a powertrain
combination that should make for low-stress trail driving. The standard hp 3. A turbocharged
four-cylinder engine is optional and teams up with an electric motor to provide additional
low-end power. In addition to the standard V-6 and optional four-cylinder hybrid, the Wrangler
can also be equipped with a 3. Wranglers are born off-road ready, so part-time four-wheel drive
is standard across the range and is controlled by a lever on the center console. In our testing, a
base two-door Wrangler Sport with the V-6 and the six-speed manual transmission sprinted
from zero to 60 mph in 6. With the four-cylinder hybrid powertrain, the four-door Sahara was
slightly quicker at 6. The Rubicon model â€”which carries additional weight in the form of
heavier-duty off-roading equipmentâ€”isn't as quick. Performance at our test track shows that
the Wrangler JL is much improved compared with the previous model, but it's merely holding
steady with its rivals in some metrics. Although its handling has improved, it's still trucklike in
comparison with today's refined SUVs and pickups. The ride in the four-door is acceptably
smooth over rough surfaces, but braking distances were inconsistent between our two test
vehicles. If the idea of tackling trails under electric-only power is appealing to you, then the 4xe
powertrain is the obvious choice. The When the battery runs out, the turbocharged four-cylinder
is capable of driving all four wheels like a normal Wrangler, so you needn't be concerned about
being stranded without a charge. In this segment of gas guzzlers, it doesn't take much to be at
the top of the class. The most fuel-efficient version features the diesel engine that tops out at 22
mpg city and 29 highway. The V-6â€”powered four-door Wrangler Sahara returned a mpg result
on our mph highway fuel-economy route , 3 mpg fewer than its EPA rating for highway fuel
economy. The turbocharged four-cylinder hybrid model fared much better, delivering 26
mpgâ€”2 mpg more than expected. It's not the most spacious or accommodating SUV available,
but the Wrangler provides a seamless blend of vintage and modern Jeep character. A
commanding view of the roadâ€”or trailâ€”makes for easy maneuverability, but the view
rearward is obscured by thick roof pillars, roll bars, and various grab handles. Need a better
view? Just pop the top and remove the doors. Seated close to the upright windshield, the driver
and front-seat passenger face a narrow, squared-off dashboard punctuated by round air vents
and chunky switchgear for the climate-control system, power windows if equipped , and
infotainment. As an errand runner, the Wrangler offers enough room for groceries and gear, but
be aware that its rear seats don't fold flush with the floor. As you might expect, there's a
significant cargo-hauling trade-off for going with the classic two-door Wrangler versus the
larger Unlimited four-door model. Fitting just two of our carry-on cases behind the two-door's
back seatâ€”versus 10 for the four-doorâ€”means packing light if you're adventuring with
friends. A Wrangler can be outfitted with only the essentials or can be loaded up with modern
infotainment goodies. Its infotainment interfaceâ€”called Uconnectâ€”is easy to use, quick to
respond, and can be displayed on a touchscreen available in three different sizes. Apple Car
Play and Android Auto are both optional, as is navigation and a nine-speaker Alpine audio
system. Key safety features include:. Jeep doesn't give Wrangler buyers much to get excited
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week Unsubscribe anytime. Jeep has some concept car tricks up its proverbial sleeves for the
Easter Jeep Safari in Moab, Utah, which kicks off March Specifically, the brand plans to reveal
an electric variant of its iconic Wrangler , which goes by the rather uncreative name of the
Wrangler BEVâ€”or battery-electric vehicleâ€”concept. Unlike the Wrangler 4xe, which relies on
a pair of electric motors and a turbocharged 2. Just how many motors the Wrangler BEV
concept employs remains a bit of a mystery. A cutaway of the concept reveals a
traditional-looking gearbox and transfer case, the com
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bination of which sends power from the powertrain to the front and rear axles. In other words,
the Wrangler BEV concept does not appear to utilize individual front and rear motors as is
common among all-wheel-drive electric vehicles , including the upcoming GMC Hummer EV. A
teaser image of the Wrangler BEV concept shows few external differences between it and its
gas, diesel, and gasoline-electric Wrangler counterparts. The most notable alteration seems to
be the BEV's seven-slot grille, which appears to lack any formal openings and possibly features
distinct lighting elements. Likewise, the teaser image looks to show the BEV concept uses the
Wrangler's long-wheelbase four-door body style as a base, which makes sense given the
physical size of the concept's electric bits. Expect Jeep to share more details about its electric
Wrangler concept in the days leading up to the Easter Jeep Safari. Close Ad. Watch Originals.
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